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Abstract
In any mining operation due to the cut-oơ grade (economic criteria), materials are classiƤed into ore and waste. The
material with grade equal to or higher than the cut-oơ grade is considered as ore and the material with grade less than
the cut-oơ grade is transported as waste to waste dumps. However, because of an increasing metal demand, depletion of
in situ ore reserves is occurring and so there is a reduction of cut-oơ grades for many metals, and the mentioned waste
dumps are considered as valuable ore reserves named stockpiles. In this paper, multivariate geostatistics was used to
estimate the iron grades of two stockpiles following the sequential piling procedures from the main source - the ore deposit - to the piling Ƥeld. One stockpile is characterized by phosphorous concentration ((P %) > 0.6 %), while the other
by iron concentration ((Fe %)< 50%). Since economic and physical constraints made sampling physically and economically problematic, the grade distribution and variability were estimated on the basis of primary blast-hole data from the
main ore body and the mine’s long-term planning policy. A geostatistical model was applied to the excavated part of the
iron deposit and by reconstructing ore selection, the haulage and the piling method. Results were validated through
spatial variability of iron and phosphorous concentrations by comparing grade variability (Fe and P) with mining and
piling units. A comparison of the grade variability has shown that with the same variogram models (with a larger range
and smaller variance), the spatial variability of stockpiles have followed the variability of the selected part of the ore body.
This point can be used to predict the grade variability of stockpiles from the origin source and the methodology allows
characterizing the iron grades within stockpiles without any extra sampling.
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1. Introduction
Since the beginning of mining operations, stockpiles
are formed by dumping waste or low-grade materials,
considered not valuable at the time of excavation. Generally, stockpiles are located beside the open pit area
without economic bene¿ts. However, advances in recovery and processing technology have led to the reconsideration of stock materials as a new source for feeding the
processing plants. The depletion of the in-situ reserves
and an increasing need of using lower grade materials
are additional reasons to consider stockpiles as recoverable resources. In fact, the environmental and legal barriers to primary access to mineral resources within and
outside of many countries (with particular reference to
the European Union) are increasing, leading to a growing economic value of processing secondary raw materials and re-sampling mining stockpiles and other forms
of waste disposals (Tiess, 2010, Blengini et al., 2017).
Recently, environmental aspects caused a strong push
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for more the effective management of stockpiles in many
mining sites (Lèbre et al., 2017). Some companies and
environmental institutes have developed and put on the
market proprietary technology allowing tailings and
stockpile remediation that is harmless to humans and environmentally friendly (Knight Piésold Cunsulting,
2012). Therefore, these aboveground stockpiles have to
be quanti¿ed and classi¿ed and a reliable expected-revenue model must be developed to assess the feasibility
of production.
There are a number of studies applied to stockpiles or
tailings due to completely divergent targets (Lèbre et
al., 2017, Sracek et al., 2006, Guezennec et al., 2015,
Alcolea et al., 2015, Abrosimova et al., 2015, Castillo
et al., 2013, Gholamnejad et al., 2012, Kasmaee et al.,
2010). Among them, we can mention studies for the
characterization of environmental issues of mine wastes,
such as evaluation of the acid drainage production potential, related to sulphur mine wastes (Sracek et al.,
2006, Guezennec et al., 2015), or characterization of
the contaminated mine wastes and their effects on soil or
other environmental aspects (Alcolea et al., 2015, Abro-
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simova et al., 2015, Castillo et al., 2013). Moreover,
focusing on reutilizing stockpiles as economical sources
-which are the direct products of mining procedures before the processing plants –leads to several considerations on characterization of the grade of the minerals
that are inside the stockpiles. The cut-off grades are dynamic, changing in time during mining operation (Ataei
and Osanloo, 2003, Bascetin and Nieto, 2007, Osanloo et al., 2008, He et al., 2009, Meagher et al., 2014).
This implies the existence of low-grade ore stockpiles
that, although uneconomical to process in the past years,
nonetheless contain suf¿cient metal grade to justify a
second mining and re¿ning later on (King, 2001). Some
authors have estimated stockpile grade-tonnage curves
from the set of geostatistical simulated ore body realizations in order to establish possible long-term stockpiles
(Asad and Dimitrakopoulos, 2012). In other cases, different methodologies are applied on stockpiles to ¿gure
out the blending opportunities of the different possibilities for building and reclaiming (Jupp et al., 2013).
Moreover, geostatistical simulation methods are applied
to optimize stockpile designs using sparse samples.
Therefore, the uncertainty at un-sampled locations is estimated by using the distribution of the variables (Kumral, 2006, Marques et al. 2009).
In all the mentioned studies, characterization of the
stockpiles requires adequate sampling, if possible by integrating existing data with new sampling. However, according to the sampling problems –the sampling of compact solids and particulate solids- and different errors
inÀuenced in the sampling procedure, in the cases with
different sizes of materials, errors of samplings may be
negatively notable (Gy, 1982). Hence, sampling in extensive stockpiles containing rocks of different sizes can
be cumbersome and costly. Huge stockpile size and the
consequent dif¿culty of access to all parts of piles for
sampling, along with grain size variety, are some reasons why sampling may be complicated. However, at the
prefeasibility study stage, sampling can be dispensed
with numerical modelling using data from the exploited
ore body and then reconstructing the piling procedures,
namely: ore selection, haulage and piling. The spatial
correlation of natural mineralization will be signi¿cantly
modi¿ed with respect to the pilling procedure in the
stockpiles, up to disappearing (on the point of the arti¿cial aspect of stockpiles). Hence, stockpiles will show
signi¿cant disruption to the original spatial correlation
of natural mineralization. On the other hand, the time
sequence of excavations of blocks and their subsequent
piling - or part of them- in nearby locations as stockpiles
following the same time order, may lead to, in some
way, maintain the natural spatial correlation of the main
ore deposit. This is because stockpiles are part natural
and part arti¿cial, and they are located starting from the
main deposit. Considering this point, initial data must be
obtained regarding stockpile grade (as a variable) characterization and selection from the main ore deposit and

the stockpiling procedure. The stockpile construction
method will determine the spatial variability of the
grade. Back reconstruction of the Àows of the exploitation of the main resource, the waste selection process,
their transportation and disposal can provide predictions
regarding stockpile variable distribution and spatial
variability inside the stockpile.
In this paper, a study is presented on stockpile grade
distribution and their variability estimation based on primary data from the main ore body. The case study is related to two stockpiles in an iron mine (Choghart iron
mine-IRAN), where sampling was considered economically and physically unfeasible. The iron and phosphate
grade distribution of stockpiles are estimated using geostatistical numerical modelling. The iron and phosphorus grades, contained in a given piling volume – equal to
the contents of a single truck – were estimated by CoKriging (CK). Reconstruction of the haulage process allowed calculation of stockpile grade distribution. The
scope of this work is studying the possibility of the grade
distributions prediction in stockpiles by simulating the
piling process at the prefeasibility study.

2. Materials and methods
A comparison between the grade spatial variability in
stockpile and deposit can be based on the ore, which is
sent to stockpiles as a portion of the main deposit, that
has been determined by cut-off selection (grade selection). Stockpile grades considered by the procedure; refer to the elementary unit (cell) that constitutes it, in
other words, to a not-punctual support, which is the excavation blocks. Reconstruction ore Àow from deposit to
stockpile requires the identi¿cation of an elementary
unit (a unique volume named support) of in situ ore corresponding to the piling unit, which is conditioned by
the piling process. This work is performed on a case
study, two stockpiles from an iron mine in IRAN.

2.1. Choghart Iron Ore Mine, Iran
The Choghart ore deposit is located in the region of
Bafgh, approximately 125 kilometers (km) southeast of
the city of Yazd, Iran (see Figure 1). This mine is operating as an open pit since 1975.
Initially, the Choghart ore body was a prominent iron
ore outcrop measuring 800 m × 300 m, standing 150 m
above the surrounding plain, itself some 1257 m above
sea level (Moor and Modabberi, 2003). The iron ore is
low in sulphur, with the majority rock-type of non-oxidized (magnetite ore). Over 65% volume of the reserve
is of the low phosphorous type (Torab and Lehman,
2006). However, a huge quantity of high-grade, high
phosphorous ore (on average above 0.6% of phosphorous) and low-grade ore (on average less than 50% iron)
has been removed from the pit and stored in high phosphate (HP): [Fe%  50%, P  0.6] and low grade : (LG)
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Figure 1: Choghart iron ore mine (a) and stockpile locations (b)

[Fe < 50%] stockpiles for possible future bene¿ciation.
The construction of a processing plant at Choghart able
to produce 3.2 Mt of iron concentrate has made exploitation of the piles potentially economically viable (Gholamnejad and Kasmaee 2012).
Exploitation at Choghart is open cast, with 10 m high
blasting benches. Each blasting panel is almost 25 m ×
25 m × 10 m and blast-holes lie in a regular pattern of 5
m × 5 m × 10 m. The blasted rock is shovelled onto
trucks and transferred to a crushing plant. The high
phosphorous and low-grade iron ore are transported to
separate stockpiles. Open pit operations entail ¿ve stages: drilling, blasting, loading, transporting and crushing.
Loading and transporting is via a truck- shovel system.
The two main - HP and LG - stockpiles were started in
1993 using 35-ton-capacity trucks. Materials have been
disposed in sequential horizontal layers, with each
stockpile section being ¿lled over 30 days, approximately one month. In both cases, stockpile construction followed all mining plan operations (drilling, blasting,
loading and hauling to the two different locations) with
the exception of the crushing stage (see Figure 2). For
the prefeasibility study of the mine, it is possible for localization of parts of stockpiles from ore deposits. For

Figure 2: HP and LG stockpiles

stockpiles where the part is considered of piling from
mines to reconstruct the process.
Each stockpile is almost 400 (X) m × 500 (Y) m × 20
(Z) m and includes rocks with completely different grain
size. Their huge size and wide rock grain dimension
make sampling both dif¿cult and costly. However, the
availability of complete blast-hole data as well as the
regular piling sequences from identi¿ed mine panels allow reliable prefeasibility studies to be carried out prior
to embarking on costly sampling operations.

2.2. Methodology
During mine exploitation, parts of the blocks, selected according to the cut-off grade are considered for piling in an area near the pit. The piling procedure can be
considered in order to follow grade Àow from ore deposit to stockpiles. In particular, exact information from
mine selected materials, loading, haulage and dumping
in the speci¿c area at piling areas can be considered to
reconstruct stockpiles. In Choghart stockpiles, starting
from the ore body, selected parts of the blasted panels

Figure 3: SimpliƤed ƪowchart of piling modelling
from ore deposit
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are carried at regular intervals to speci¿c locations within the HP and LG stockpiles and dumped separately, as
shown schematically in Figure 3.
For reconstruction of the stockpiles, starting from the
ore body, the support- in other words, the elementary
volume transported and piled– was considered equal to
the trucks capacity (35 ton trucks). Hence, since stockpiles were built up in layers of material from speci¿c
areas of the mine, the ore body grade variability should
be estimated according to the selected support. Depending on the dimension of the blasted panels in the ore
body (25 m × 25 m ×10 m) and the selected support, the
ore-body estimation was considered at block dimension
of 2.5 m ×1.4 m × 10 m. These dimensions have been
chosen with reference to:
i) bench, the 10 m height level of the mine to be
exploited,
ii) volume, corresponding to truck capacity, and
iii) shovel bucket width
Considering the same support for reconstructing
stockpiles, because the elementary stockpile model was
conditioned by truck width and height, so considered 1
m high, 3 m wide and 4 m long. Finally, on the basis of
the original information and blast-hole samples regularized over a length of 10 m, it was assumed that the 3
cells (as blocks) comprising the same deposit block delivered to the stockpile all with equal grade. The density
of Choghart iron rocks were calculated through Equation 1:
SG = 0.034 × (Fe%) + 2.34

(1)

Where SG is the speci¿c gravity equation that is calculated experimentally from samples and it is used for
blocks with stockpile rock-types. Since the stockpiles
rocks have low grade Fe and high grade P, the density
is low.
Deposit data and spatial analysis of iron and phosphorous grades can be used to assess stockpile characterization. The ¿rst step is to make a direct link between deposit and piles according to the selected support. The
numerical modelling of the iron distribution of the deposit can be carried out employing the geostatistical
method of CK for obtaining block estimates along with
estimation variance with selected support. These estimates are further used to predict stockpile grade variability. According to piling process construction, the
mean of grades and variance of estimated grades of selected blocks should be constant in the piling procedure,
however with some changes with the characterization of
spatial variability after moving to the stockpiles. For this
idea, it is necessary to evaluate of characterization of
concentration (Fe and P) and tonnage in ore body and
then simulating the piling procedure. The stockpiles
characterizations can be accomplished through their variograms and cross-variograms (Wackernagel, 2003).
According to the piling process, the primary assumption
would be increasing the range of variograms from ore

Figure 4: Simple chart of numerical modelling procedure
of stockpiles

body to stockpiles (since one block from ore body can
¿ll three cells in stockpiles) but with a decrease in the
variance. Figure 4 summarizes the used methodology of
this study.

3. Results
To demonstrate if Choghart stockpiles can follow the
characterization of ore body, ¿ve blasted panels including blast hole data for low grade and high phosphorous
rocks were selected to test the hypothesis. Figure 5

Figure 5: Base map of blast hole data for Ƥve panels,
classiƤed according destination (High Phosphorous
stockpile: Red; Low Grade stockpile: Yellow; Crusher Feed:
Blue) at Level Z=1140 m above the sea level.
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shows the base map of the selected panels with blasthole samples classi¿ed according to feeding destination:
crusher (CR) or the different stockpiles (HP, LG).
Conventional statistical data analysis was performed
prior to determining the basic characteristics of sampling. Figure 6 shows the summary statistics for Fe and
P distributions, respectively.
Blast hole data of ¿ve panels (numbers: 478, 480,
482, 484 and 486) at level Z=1140 m (above the sea level) containing low grade (Fe < 50%) and high phosphorous (Fe  50%, P  0.6 %) were considered as an example. The Fe and P grades in the ore body (from mentioned panels) were found to be spatially structured and
negatively correlated as shown by the direct and cross
variograms (see Figure 7) where a linear co-regionalization model (nugget + exponential with range 20 m) was
¿tted. Depending on block shape - 5 panels (see Figure
5) - the maximum distance of variography was equal to
the length of about two panels (less than 100 meters). As

Figure 6: Histograms of Fe (a) and P (b) concentration (%)
for blast hole data from 5 panels

the spatial variability was the same in all the directions,
no signi¿cant anisotropy was observed in any two directions. Hence, according to the homogeneity of ore body
the excavation direction and taking materials would not
inÀuence the stockpiles and for spatial variability an
omni-directional variogram was used for modelling of
the selected zone (¿ve panels).
Since kriging is a linear estimator, it can be expected
to be less dispersed than the data (Chiles and Del¿ner,
2012); with a lower variogram sill. The cut-off grade criteria modi¿es means, variances and variogram ranges
(Matheron, 1982). Figures 8 and 9 show the direct and
cross variograms of a speci¿c portion of the estimated
blocks (separated by cut-off for LG, HP). Note that the
sign of the cross-variogram for the blast holes was
changed from negative to positive in the case of the
cross-variograms of estimated selected blocks in both
the LG and HP parts of the ore body. This revealed two
different homogeneous populations of iron and phosphorous, which were in fact positively correlated. In addition, it was possible to interpret as the result of the
different composition and degree of oxidation, which
was the basis for the classi¿cation of Choghart iron ore
into different groups (Torab, 2008). The stockpile characterization using data from different zones may prove
to be quite different from that of one single zone estimated separately.
In fact, in the HP portion of the deposit, the sill of the
variogram obtained from block estimated grades shows
P and Fe to be more homogeneous, with a variance 28%
lower than samples in the LG part of the deposit. Only
the Fe grade had a variogram sill 30% lower than the

Figure 7: Experimental and cross variograms of Fe and P obtained from blast holes of Ƥve panels

Figure 8: Spatial variability of HP (estimated) blocks from Ƥve panels
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Figure 9: Spatial variability of LG (estimated) blocks from Ƥve panels

Figure 10: Spatial variability of cells grades of simulated HP pile

Figure 11: Spatial variability of cell grades of simulated LG pile

variogram obtained from samples, while the P variograms maintained almost the same sill.
Regarding stockpile geometry, construction of the piling procedure considered that a level of stockpile is
¿lled by parallel lines, and when one line is completed,
a new line is piled up. When one level was ¿lled, a new
level was started. Since the excavated benches had a
constant height (10 m), the heights of each pile sequence
(line/level) produced by trucks were also constant (1 m).
Subsequently, grade spatial variability in the reconstructed stockpiles (built up with the same support) can
be compared with the speci¿c part of the ore body excavated and transported to the stockpiles (¿ve panels). The
experimental and model variograms of piling cell grades
along and across the piling directions are shown in Figures 10 and 11. Lag distance for variograms were considered to be about 5 m.
According to the experimental variograms, no orthogonal spatial correlation was found for Fe in the
North-South direction (N0) because of the particular ore
disposal process. In contrast, P grades did show some

orthogonal spatial correlation to the piling lines, both for
HP and LG stockpiles. Further investigation should be
carried out to verify and explain this ¿nding, which was
probably linked to the long-range structure observed on
deposit block grades.
As the main East-West direction (N90) coincided with
the direction of stockpile material disposal, stockpile
variograms might be expected to have the same spatial
behaviour as the main ¿ve-panel resource (from ore
body) but no orthogonal spatial behaviour. The fact that
stockpiles were arti¿cial constructions built up in a series of different layers with selected panels placed in
proximity to each other was one of the reasons for the
lack of orthogonal structure. The variograms in Figures
10 and 11, show the complete absence of Fe spatial correlation in direction N0 (orthogonal to material disposal). In contrast, P grades in HP and LG stockpiles still
maintain some orthogonal spatial correlation to piling
lines. In addition, the ¿nding of one ore body panel
placed in three stockpile sequences (see Figure 3) requires further investigation and veri¿cation of its prob-
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Table 1: comparison of variogram parameters of structured (spherical/spherical) components
in stockpiles and deposit blocks

Variogram

Model

Range (m)

Sill-Fe

Sill-P

Sill Fe/P

HP-blocks

Spherical

8

3.7

0.005

0.06

35

0.8

0.028

0

HP-pile

Spherical

15

2.8

0.008

0.1

60

1.7

0.025

0.03

LG-blocks

Spherical

7

22

0.235

LG-pile

Spherical

23

16

0.228

able link to the long-range structure observed (see Figures 10 and 11). Since the regular piling sequences
maintained the spatial correlations along the direction of
disposal, the range of structures in HP and LG stockpiles
increased. To compare the results of spatial variability,
the summary of variograms and their models are collected in Table 1.

4. Discussion
Numerical modelling of Choghart stockpiles using
estimated data from the ore body allowed for the assessment and comparison of piling design sequences with
selected parts of the deposit. This modelling technique
also produced comparisons of spatial variability of the
grade distribution of the main variables (Fe and P) of the
two main stockpiles. This can be performed by comparing structural analyses of the stockpiles and main ore
body (selected panels) without sampling at the prefeasibility studies. A simple, rapid veri¿cation method was a
grade spatial variability coherence check between orebody and the stockpiles. Figures 10 and 11 showed the
results of a check from stockpile cell grade variability.
According to the piling process construction, the mean
of grades and variance of estimated grades of selected
blocks should be constant in the piling procedure. This
statement was strongly supported by the study because
the results of the CK estimation were directly used for
stockpile re-construction. In addition, the horizontal
variability along truck discharge lines may be expected
to remain unaltered. The same spatial structure was observed within an increased range of a couple of meters
and with differentiable behaviour near the origin due to
the arti¿cial homogeneity introduced by giving the same
grade to three sequential cells in stockpiles. As mentioned in methodology, as expected, variability without
spatial correlation (nugget) was in fact observed in the
direction orthogonal to piling disposal (see Table 1).
This was because when a row was ¿nished, the next one
was started either with materials from the same block
(now deposited at the initial position) or from a subsequent block. Table 1 showed the proper expectations (or
predictions) in the case of spatial structure comparisons.

Nugget Fe (m) Nugget P (m)

Nugget Fe/P (m)

1.5

0.15

0.12

1.5

0.15

0.05

1.51

3

0.03

0

1.21

9

0.037

0.3

The exact spherical spatial models were followed with a
larger range in the stockpiles (because of materials from
one panel of stockpiles were more widely spread out into
three larger but thinner layers in stockpiles) (see Figure
3 and Table 1). In the case of HP, for example, adding
the nugget effect to the sill of the Fe variograms in the
HP blocks (the HP part of the estimated panels), the
variance was equal to 6 (3.7 the ¿rst structure sill + 0.8
the second structure sill +1.5 nugget effect of Fe variogram). The result was equal to the Fe variance in variograms of the HP stockpile (2.8 the ¿rst structure sill +
1.7 the second structure sill +1.5 nugget effect of Fe variogram). This proved that in this case study; the stockpiles obey the same (spherical) model as the selected
part of the deposit, with the same variance and a larger
range. The same method can be applied for the LG stockpile with same variance equal to 25 for the Fe variable:
the Fe sill (equal to 22) + nugget effect of Fe variogram
(equal to 3), in the LG blocks in comparison to the Fe sill
(equal to 16) + nugget effect of the Fe variogram in the
LG pile (equal to 9) from Table 1.
This comparison is also applied to P modelling and
Fe/P cross variograms. Figure 12 shows Fe distribution
in HP and LG stockpiles after piling reconstruction.
By assessing the Fe variability (%) in stockpiles, it
was possible to mine planning decisions regarding future stockpile excavation, processing feasibility, sampling advisability and the most appropriate excavation
site.
Stockpile reserves and grade variability can also be
evaluated using the Grade-Tonnage curves. Figure 13
shows the grade-tonnage curves only for Fe in LG and
HP constructed stockpiles. Curves and pile grade variabilities were considered to be of assistance to management decisions regarding sampling with a view to stockpile exploitation and the economic feasibility of waste
materials as a new source. According to the Grade-Tonnage curve of the stockpiles, it has shown that with the
high demand of raw materials and reducing the cut-off
grade of Fe, both stockpiles can be considered as a new
source of Fe, for instance in the cut-off 56% of Fe, there
is 18000 tonnes with the average grade of Fe (64.50%)
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Figure 12: Map of Fe variability (%) in HP and LG stockpile obtained by construction piling procedure

Figure 13: Grade-Tonnage curve for two simulated stockpiles

in the HP stockpile. Therefore, for more precise estimations and economic considerations, sampling of both
stockpiles can be reasonable in the future.

5. Conclusion
Comparing the results of variogram modelling of
piles with the geostatistical parameters of selected
blocks from the main deposit allowed an approximation
of spatial distribution and variability of pile grade without resorting to extra sampling.
The methodology performed was considering a
unique support (trucks capacity), and re-estimating the
ore body blocks with multivariate geostatistical methods
(linear co-regionalization model). Five blocks of the ore
body were selected and studied to evaluate the Fe and P
grades in stockpiles, according to the sequential piling
procedures. Then the characterization of grade variability in stockpiles were studied through their variograms
to examine if they could follow the ore body structures.
The application proved that, piling sequences are reconstructed exactly by the method, referencing the data of
the volumes transported to speci¿c pile locations. According to the piling procedure and the homogeneity of
the ore body, the spatial variability of the stockpiles followed the exact models of the ore body with a larger
range and a smaller variance than was predicted. The

larger range was due to the fact that materials from panels of ore body were widely spread out into larger layers
but thinner in stockpiles and the reduced variance was
because of the homogeneity of the materials in stockpiles (that were selected from one part of an ore body
panel). Hence, for a prefeasibility study, since sampling
is dif¿cult and costly, the geostatistical modelling of the
Fe distribution of the deposit can be carried on to predict
variability of the ore grade in a stockpile. Moreover, the
Grade-Tonnage curves of the stockpiles have shown that
with a range of different cut-off grade of Fe, both stockpiles could be considered as a new source of Fe.
The developed methodology for the reconstruction of
ore grades within stockpiles from selected parts of the
ore body was implemented in a VBA® worksheet; it may
be of use especially when stockpile sampling is not an
immediate or appropriate option. The tool can theoretically be used to regain any kind of primary raw materials
and by-products from mining wastes and disposal. This
can be particularly valuable for recently important materials for modern industry, such as rare earth elements.
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